The one and two-particle form factors of the energy operator in the two-dimensional Ising model in a magnetic field at T = T c are exactly computed within the form factor bootstrap approach. Together with the matrix elements of the magnetisation operator already computed in ref. [7] , they are used to write down the large distance expansion for the correlators of the two relevant fields of the model.
The last years have seen important progresses in the non-perturbative study of twodimensional quantum field theories and related statistical mechanical models. If conformal symmetry provided us with an exact description of critical points and universality classes [1, 2] , the study of off-critical models turned out to be better approached within the framework of relativistic scattering theory. In fact, if the off-critical model under consideration is integrable (i.e. admits infinite conservation laws), it can be usually solved exploiting very general bootstrap techniques [3, 4, 5, 6] . This circumstance appears to be particularly important in light of the fact that a large number of physically interesting two-dimensional systems can actually be described in terms of integrable models. A remarkable example is provided by the scaling limit of the two-dimensional Ising model in a magnetic field at T = T c (IMMF in the sequel) [4] . It can be formally described by the action
where A CF T denotes the action of the conformal minimal model M 3,4 and σ(x) the magnetisation operator of scaling dimension 2∆ σ = 1/8. The coupling constant h (magnetic field) has physical dimension h ∼ m 15/8 , m being a mass scale. Apart form the magnetisation operator, the only other relevant scaling field in the Ising model is the energy density ε(x) with scaling dimension 2∆ ε = 1.
Zamolodchikov showed that the theory described by the action (1) possesses an infinite number of integrals of motion which can be used in order to determine the exact particle spectrum and S-matrix of the theory [4] . He found that the spectrum consists of eight massive particles A a (a = 1, 2, . . . , 8) whose masses stay in the following ratios with the mass m 1 of the lightest particle The interaction between these particles is described by a factorised, reflectionless S-matrix characterised by the two-particle amplitudes
The set of numbers A ab and the multiplicity factors µ α are given in Table 1 . We use the standard rapidity parameterisation of the on-shell momenta p
In ref. [7] the knowledge of the S-matrix (3) was exploited in order to approach the computation of the correlation functions of the model (1) within the form factor bootstrap method. The basic idea of this approach is to express the (euclidean) correlation functions (e.g. the two-point ones) as a spectral sum over a complete set of intermediate multiparticle states
and to exploit the fact that the form factors (FF)
are exactly computable in integrable models once the S-matrix is known [8, 6] . The spectral series (4) is manifestly a large distance expansion. Nevertheless, it has been observed in several models [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] that it is characterised by a fast rate of convergence also at intermediate and short distance scales (see in particular ref. [10] for a theoretical justification of this property), so that a truncation of the series including few lowest states turns out to be sufficient for most practical purposes. In ref. [7] the one and two-particle FF of the magnetisation operator in the IMMF were exactly computed and shown to be sufficient to reproduce with remarkable accuracy the numerical data for G σσ (x) avalaible from Monte Carlo simulations [14] . It is the purpose of this letter to carry out a similar program for the FF of the energy operator ε(x) and to write down the large distance expansion for the correlators G εε (x) and G σε (x).
Let's briefly recall the basic strategy for the computation of FF in the IMMF referring the reader to ref. [7] for details. Form factors can be generally computed in an integrable model using a recursive procedure based on a set of residue equations relating matrix elements with different particle content. For instance, if the scattering amplitude S ab (θ) has a simple pole with positive residue (Γ 
as well as similar relations among higher matrix elements containing spectator particles.
Other recursive equations are associated to the higher poles in the S-matrix and to the "kinematical" poles in the matrix elements. Together with the equations ruling the monodromy properties of FF, these residue equations provide a system of linear relations whose general solution amounts to a complete classification of the operator content of the theory [15] .
In theories with diagonal scattering, the basic information about the structure of FF is already encoded in the two-particle matrix elements. In the IMMF they can be generally parameterised as [7] 1
where
and
The terms F min ab (θ) and D ab (θ) in eq. (7) take into account the monodromy properties and the singularity structure of the matrix elements, respectively, and are both uniquely determined by the knowledge of the S-matrix. The whole information about the operator Φ(x) is then contained in the polynomial
whose (operator dependent) coefficients c k ab are the only remaining unknowns.
1 In this letter we consider only scalar operators.
The identification of specific operators out of the general solution of the recursive equations is a nontrivial task, especially in theories lacking any internal symmetry, as is the case for the IMMF. A progress with respect to this problem was made in ref. [7] where it was shown that in a unitary theory the FF of an operator Φ(x) satisfy the asymptotic bound lim
2∆ Φ being the scaling dimension. The consequences of this result are easily illustrated using the parameterisation (7) . Consider the simplest two-particle FF in the IMMF, F Φ 11 (θ). Since G α (θ) ∼ exp(|θ|/2) as |θ| → ∞, the constraint (14) implies that, for any relevant scalar field ϕ(x) (∆ ϕ < 1), the total degree N 11 of the polynomial Q ϕ 11 (θ) must be less than 2. Since it can be checked that no solution of the residue equations exists if
It turns out that, once the FF F ϕ 11 (θ) corresponding to a specific relevant operator ϕ(x) has been fixed assigning the two coefficients c , all the FF of ϕ(x) can be uniquely determined using the residue equations. This amounts to say that the solutions of the FF bootstrap for the relevant scalar operators of the IMMF form a two-dimensional linear space, which is what expected from the fact that such operators can only correspond to linear combinations of σ(x) and ε(x). Solutions corresponding to operators not just differing for an inessential normalisation constant can be labelled by the ratio
It is of particular physical interest to determine the values of this ratio which select the two scaling fields σ(x) and ε(x). The problem for σ(x) was solved in ref. [7] using the relation between the field perturbing the conformal point and the trace of the energy-momentum tensor
and exploiting the constraints imposed on the matrix elements of Θ(x) by energy-momentum conservation. On the other hand, no similar method can be used for ε(x) and an alternative way must be found in order to characterise the FF of this operator. The fields σ(x) and ε(x) are uniquely identified by the short distance behaviour of their correlation functions predicted by the conformal operator product expansion [1] 
Since in the FF approach the determination of the exact ultraviolet behaviour of the correlators requires in principle the resummation of the spectral series (4), it seems quite difficult to make a direct use of eqs. (18) for the determination of z σ and z ε . Nevertheless, eqs. (18) suggest that, if a property characterising the FF of the scaling fields σ(x) and ε(x) exists, it is probably related to the high energy asymptotics of the matrix elements.
Moreover, if such property should be able to select the scaling fields among their linear combinations, it must be non-linear in the operator. Interestingly enough, a property with these features is known in the FF literature. It was noticed in the context of the sine-Gordon model that the FF of the operators exponential of the elementary field satisfy the cluster property [6, 16, 17] 
whereF
It is known that massive deformations of minimal models can be obtained from sineGordon through a suitable restriction of the Hilbert space and that some exponential operators are mapped into the scaling fields of the restricted models. In refs. [16, 18] , it was shown for some specific cases that the factorisation property (19) survives the reduction procedure and is satisfied by the FF of the scaling fields in the reduced models.
Here we simply assume that the cluster property (19) characterises the FF of the operators σ(x) and ε(x) in the IMMF and provide what we think is strong evidence that this is indeed the case. Before proceeding further, notice that the asymptotic relation (19) involves the vev Φ . In the general case, the computation of this quantity is a nontrivial problem (the thermodynamic Bethe ansatz only provides the vev of the field which perturbs the conformal point [19] ). It is then remarkable that, if the FF of Φ(x) satisfy the cluster property, the vev can be obtained, for instance, as
Going back to the determination of z σ and z ε , consider the two-particle FF F ϕ 12 (θ). Following the same arguments used above for F ϕ 11 (θ) one concludes that Q ϕ 12 (θ) is a polynomial of degree 2 in cosh θ. Since the amplitudes S 11 (θ) and S 12 (θ) have common poles corresponding to the particles A 1 , A 2 and A 3 (see Table 1 
Once an overall normalisation of the operator ϕ(x) has been fixed, these equations uniquely determine the coefficients c 
with F ϕ 1 and F ϕ 2 also determined in function of z ϕ using eq. (6). There exist only two values of the parameter z ϕ satisfying the last equation. One of them exactly coincides with the value of z σ which had been determined in ref. [7] without any reference to the cluster property
As we said above, once this initial condition has been fixed, all the matrix elements of σ(x) can in principle be determined using the residue equations only, without further use of the cluster property. All the one-particle and several two-particle FF of σ(x) are given in tables 2 and 4, respectively 2 . It must be stressed that all the two-particle FF of σ(x) computed in this way automatically satisfy the cluster property which then should be regarded as characteristic of the whole solution selected by the initial condition (24) 3 .
The same pattern is observed for the solution arising from the other value of z ϕ satisfying eq. (23), which we identify with z ε 4 z ε = 1.255585.. .
The one and two-particle FF corresponding to this initial condition are contained in tables 3 and 5; they were used in ref. [20] in order to compute the corrections the energy spectrum of the theory (1) undergoes under a small thermal perturbation induced by the energy operator ε(x). The remarkable agreement observed in ref. [20] between the theoretical predictions and the data coming from a numerical diagonalisation of the Hamiltonian strongly supports the conclusion that the cluster property correctly selects the matrix elements of both relevant scaling operators in the IMMF. The results contained in tables 2-5 can be used in the spectral representation (4) in order to write down the large distance expansion of the correlators G σσ (x), G σε (x) and G εε (x). The leading infrared contributions are simply
where K 0 (x) is the modified Bessel function. In ref. [7] , the fast convergence of the FF series for G σσ (x) was tested against the Monte Carlo data available for that correlator; as far as we know, no similar data exist for G σε (x) and G εε (x) but it seems natural to expect a similar convergence pattern. An integral check is provided by the following sum rule for the scaling dimension [21] 
The results obtained for ∆ σ and ∆ ε using in the last formula the spectral representation of the correlators G σσ (x) and G σε (x) are contained in tables 6 and 7, respectively (∆ (18), G σε (x) is much more singular than G σσ (x) as x → 0. As a consequence, the integral in eq. (27) receives a larger contribution from short distances for Φ = ε than for Φ = σ. On the other hand more and more terms in the spectral series are nedeed in order to approximate precisely the correlators at small x.
In conclusion, it is clear that it would be higly desirable to reach a satisfactory physical understanding of one of the basic ingredients we used in this letter, namely the cluster property (19) . It is very tempting to argue that this property (or better, a suitable generalisation applying also to theories with internal symmetries) characterises the matrix elements of the scaling fields in two-dimensional quantum field theories. The Smirnov's observation that, if the FF of an operator Φ(x) factorise asymptotically as in (19) , then it is particularly simple to show that the correlator G ΦΦ (x) behaves as a power law at short distances [16] , seems to go in this direction. We hope that the results of this letter will stimulate further investigations on this point. 
The indeces i placed above the functions (γ) correspond to the particles A i appearing as bound states in the ab channel. Table 3 
